After 1945, the continuity of earlier trends and traditions of Czech culture was repeatedly disrupted. Generally accepted values and national myths were changing, and as a result this period can be characterized as one of often conflicting aesthetic and ethical norms. The treatment of women authors is an apt indicator of the various shifts in Czech culture. Since Nemcova, it can be said that men and women contributed equally to Czech prose writing, but, nevertheless, few works by contemporary women writers are considered part of the canon. For instance, in a recent handbook of Czech literature, presenting interpretations of works written in the period between 1945 and 1970, only one woman, Vera Linhartova (b. 1938), is listed. 1 Although Linhartova is undoubtedly one of the most important authors of the 1960s, she was certainly not the only woman writing at the time. Such a lack of critical attention shows that after 1945 women authors were often not considered to belong to the mainstream. There are several reasons for this -a shift in the social structure, ideologization of culture, banning of various types of writing, censorship, the aftermath of war.
1945-48
In the late 1940s, a number of established women writers continued publishing (Pujmanova, Glazarova, Kamenik) . Olga Scheinpflugova's play Guyana (Guayana, 1945) was among the first to be performed in the National Theatre (but her Cesky roman [The Czech Novel] , which gave her view of her late husband, Karel Capek, was prohibited for a long time). Many others, who entered Czech literature during and after the war, are almost forgotten, often for political rather than aesthetic reasons. Such might be the case of Hana Klenkova (a niece of the postwar president Benes), who began to write before the war. In her virtually unkown postwar work, Regina Lorencova (1947), Klenkova portrays a young woman growing up during the First Republic and struggling with traditional and emancipatory values.
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Some writers started out in genres different from those for which they became known later. This is true of Vera Adlova (b. 1919), who earned her reputation as an author of historical prose before turning to children's literature. In Ri'kali mi Leni (They Called me Leni, 1949) , Zdeiika Bezdekova (b. 1907) described the fate of a young girl given to a German family through forced adoption during the war. Later she also turned to historical prose and children's literature.
1948-56
After the communist takeover of 1948, the political climate as well as the role of culture changed. As in the period following the Munich treaty of 1938, many artists were persecuted, banned, prohibited from publishing, prevented from writing, jailed, emigrated or were driven into exile ('internal' or abroad). The new aesthetics of Socialist Realism required a positive hero, optimism, class and party consciousness as well as easy accessibility, especially for a working-class readership.
The range of literary production was greatly reduced, and only very few politically accepted representatives of 'Western' literary trends were allowed to publish. Although the Soviet influence prevailed, it was selective. Many literary groups were criticized, restricted or abolished. A number of classic texts were labelled bourgeois, ridiculed and forbidden, and experimental writing fell victim to ideological requirements as well. For instance the collection of poems, Neviditelny let (Invisible Flight, 1947) , by Jan Kamenik (Ludmila Maceskova, 1898 -1974 , one of the very few Czech women to use a male pen name) was destroyed. Her spiritual poetry has only recently been recognized as very important in Czech poetry. 2 By contrast, anything which met the current ideological criteria was considered literature. Many authors who began to write in this period and complied with its political expectations, are now forgotten. Others, less acquiescent, were not able to publish until the 1960s. Books aimed primarily at a female audience, such as the romances of the so-called 'Red Library', were almost immediately prohibited. In her recent book, Jak vypada nic (What Nothing Looks Like, 1994) , ]ana Cervenkova (b. 1939) , describes the 'battle with trash' and its results. Cervenkova illustrates how new formulas soon replaced the formulaic character of the traditional lowbrow literature, but remarkably few women writers applied them. Working women writers were rare, and, in general, not many women published during the 1950s except for such well-known authors as Pujmanova, Majerova or Glazarova. Their names served as a token for the proclaimed equality of genders. Yet the new ideology lagged in many respects behind even the principles of the First Republic. As the sociologist Jifina Siklova says: 'In the course of building socialism ... the
